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22 episodes.
I dont know why the last episode, 1-22, was called Leave It to Beaver, was it
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because of he played an important part in here? If so, I must have missed it, and
I thought I was 100% concentrated during the episode. Because - it - was - the nale! Man, this was a good episode! Spoilers ahead!! Revealing secrets like no
tomorrow. I feel sort of ful lled after this episode. I've been waiting for the
mysteries to come to an end for so long, and suddenly it's just happening. The
murder of Lilly Kane was a person I didn't think of at all. It's the important part of
the episode. But also other things took my mind. Like Keith being the actual
father of Veronica, meaning Veronica is not Duncan's sister after all. It feels good
to know that. A smaller cliffhanger with the whole drinking problem of Veronica's
mom. She stole the money that Keith/Veronica got from nding Duncan, and left.
What a bi***. I never liked her anyway.
At the very end of the episode, someone is showing up at Veronica's door. And
when she opens and see the person, she says something like: "I hoped it was
you". So, who was it? My guess is Wallace. But for all we know, Veronica could
have turned out crazy after all the current happenings, and seeing Lilly. Or it could
be Duncan.
After this episode, the Kane family is no longer important like it has been until
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now. I don't know what's important anymore. The next season might be serving
us a trial against Aaron Echolls, the search for Veronica's mother once again, and
the money she stole. Veronica need a new boyfriend. Love is an important matter
of the show. I just hope the isn't getting too soapy. Well, that's all I've got to say
for now. I could have written line after line with opinions and discussions around
topics from the TV Tome Veronica Mars Forum, but you could just go there and
read for yourself.
For those who haven't seen Veronica Mars, I strongly advice you to watch the
reruns, if they are to come on TV, wait for the DVD to launch in September, or the
you-know-where-to- nd-it thing.
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